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Video: New AMC leaders

New 901st CBN leader
ACC command change

AMC Best Warrior 

Safe return to work

Leaders from the 923rd Contracting 
Battalion uncased their colors July 30 at 
Fort Riley, Kansas, signaling their unit’s 
return from deployment to Iraq.

u MORE

923rd CBN uncases
colors after deployment

MICC efforts to procure 200 software 
licenses in one week is sustaining 
secure collaboration capabilities for the 
Army Software Factory.

u MORE

MICC responsive to 
AFC contract needs

by Brig. Gen. Douglas Lowrey
MICC commanding general                          

As we are in 
the midst of the 
fourth quarter of 
the fiscal year, 
which is our 
busiest time of 
year, the men 
and women 
of the MICC 
have a laser focus on delivering 
acquisition excellence.

u MORE

Balancing the demands of work and life 
proves challenging particularly when 
considering professional development, 
but a remote opportunity presents a 
contracting office the convenience for 
not only building upon her own skills but 
also benefitting processes impacting the 
entire acquisition workforce. 
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Contracting officer leveraging remote assignment

Exercise planners involved with the 
execution of the 2021 Joint Forces 
Contracting Exercise met virtually 
with key stakeholders to discuss key 
takeaways from the exercise and its 
future use for preparing contracting 
professionals for a joint contingency 
environment.

u MORE

JFCE observations shape future contracting exercises

Acquisition professionals at the MICC-
Fort Knox, Kentucky, provide support 
to the nation’s newest recruits entering 
military service across the country. The 
office executes more than $230 million 
in contract support for the U.S. Military 
Entrance Processing Command.

u MORE

MICC-Fort Knox supports nation’s gateway to service
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